
Year 2 Parents’ Information  
KS1 Assessments 



Purpose of the meeting 
• During the meeting we will tell you what you need to know about 
what the tests involve; and how we can work together to help prepare 
your child

• The KS1 SATs, which take place in May this year, help teachers check 
and confirm what children have learnt in English and Maths in Year 1 
and Year 2.

• Teacher assessments (in all subjects) will also be used to build up a 
picture of your child’s learning and achievements. The test results will 
help inform the Teacher Assessments.



Testing in Year 2 

• Historically, formal testing ceased in 2004. Since 2005, teachers internally 
assess children at a time they choose in English, Maths and Science.

• The National Curriculum (which became statutory in Sept 2014) will be 
assessed in May 2020.

• School have to administer the tests any time during May 2020.
• Although the tests are set externally, they will be marked by teachers 

within the school. 
• Children will be given a standardised score (85 -115) – which will be 

communicated to parents.  
• These scores will be used to inform the Teacher Assessments 

http://www.theschoolrun.com/primary-school-grading-system-explained-for-parents


What tests will there be?
• The KS1 SATs, which take place in May this year, help teachers check and 

confirm what children have learnt in English and Maths in Year 1 and Year 2.

Maths
• 2 papers:-
Arithmetic 
Reasoning
English 
• Reading- 2 papers
• Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling (these are optional but can be used as 

part of the evidence for the writing assessment).

Writing (no test for this- this is assessed by the class teachers) 



Reading





Reading Papers 

• Two separate papers:
• Paper 1 consists of a selection of texts totalling 400 to 700 words, with 

questions interspersed
• Paper 2 comprises a reading booklet of a selection of passages totalling 

800 to 1100 words. Children will write their answers in a separate booklet
Each paper is worth 50 per cent of the marks, and should take around 30 
minutes, but children will not be strictly timed, as the tests are not intended 
to assess children’s ability to work at speed. The texts in the reading 
papers will cover a range of fiction, non-fiction and poetry, and will 
get progressively more difficult towards the end of the test. Teachers will 
have the option to stop the test at any point that they feel is appropriate for 
a particular child.



There are a variety of question types:
Multiple choice

Ranking/ordering, e.g. ‘Number the events below to show in which order they happened in the story’

Matching, e.g. ‘Match the character to the job that they do in the story’

Labelling, e.g. ‘Label the text to show the title’

Find and copy, e.g. ‘Find and copy one word that shows what the weather was like in the story’

Short answer, e.g. ‘What does the bear eat?’

Open-ended answer, e.g. ‘Why did Lucy write the letter to her grandmother? Give two reasons’



Paper 1



Paper 2



What can we do to help your child?
In School
• Developing children’s reading stamina
• (Aiming for a reading speed of 90 words 

per minute )
• Development of inference skills through 

Guided Reading sessions (weekly)
• Identifying unfamiliar vocabulary- learning 

different strategies to find the correct 
meaning.

• Independent silent, sustained reading 
opportunities.

• Story time- adults modelling the skills of 
reading- followed by discussion of the text.

At home
• Read regularly with and to your children.
• Be a positive role model of a ‘reader’ (variety of 

texts).
• Ask them lots of questions about what they have 

read –include straight forward comprehension 
questions and inference questions, e.g. Why do 
you think the character said that? What do you 
think will happen next? Why?

• Encourage your children to read a variety of fiction 
and non-fiction books.



SPAG papers 

Paper 1: a 20-word spelling test taking approximately 15 minutes and 
worth 20 marks.

Paper 2: a grammar, punctuation and vocabulary test, in two sections 
of around 10 minutes each (with a break between, if necessary), worth 
20 marks. This will involve a mixture of selecting the right answers e.g. 
through multiple choice, and writing short answers.



Paper 1



Paper 2 



What can we do to help your child?
• In School

• Practise Y1 and Y2 spellings.
• Weekly SPAG lessons.
• Daily spelling work based on Y2 

spelling curriculum.

At home

• Be familiar with the Year 2 SPAG 
curriculum (See school website)

• Practise Y1 and Y2 exception word 
spellings (see back of your child’s 
reading diary).

• Help your child to learn & practise 
the weekly spellings, making sure 
they understand the ‘rule’ 
associated with them.



Maths





Maths 

• Paper 1 
The arithmetic paper consists of 25 questions and takes about 20 
minutes, although it isn't strictly timed. This paper will test your child on 
their knowledge of the four operations - addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division. The questions are all in number sentences, with no word 
problems.

Paper 2
The reasoning paper includes about 30 questions and takes about 35 
minutes. It starts with five mental maths questions, read aloud by the 
teacher. The paper will test your child on their ability to apply their maths 
skills to various problems and puzzles. They will be tested on all four 
operations, fractions, measurement, geometry and statistics.

http://www.theschoolrun.com/.com/what-are-the-four-operations


Paper 1 

•15 + 9 = ______
•7 + _____ = 12
•2 x 5 = _____
•36 - 20 = _____
•35 - 7 = _____
•48 + 23 = _____
•1/4 of 20 = _____



Paper 2 



What can we do to help your child?
In School
• Daily practise of the key skills the 

child need to be fluent in Maths.
• Practise at similar style maths. 

papers/ tests in arithmetic and 
reasoning.

• Applying Maths in different contexts.
• Lots of talk about Maths (Reasoning!)
• Targeted adult support.
• Maths Homework linked to classwork
(Practical/ Practise/ Parent support)

At home
• Be familiar with the Year 2 Maths 

curriculum expectations.
• Complete Maths HW with your 

child.
• Speak to the Class teachers if you 

have any questions.
• Work on the target areas 

suggested at Parents’ evening.
• Use your ‘Mymaths’ login for extra 

support.



Writing







Examples







What can we do to support your child

• In School
• Greater emphasis on spelling, grammar 

and handwriting.
• Exposure to a range of styles and genres 

of writing.
• Weekly independent writing session 

practising different types of writing, 
• Weekly handwriting practise.
• Regular assessments to inform teachers 

of where the children need more 
work/practise.

• We try to get them to make the changes.
• Just lots of writing!

• At home
• Encourage your child to write at home, 

always be positive about their efforts but 
point out a couple of ideas of  where 
they could improve.

• Handwriting practice (ask teachers for 
practice sheets if required).

• Work on the target areas suggested at 
Parents’ evening.

Different text types
Narrative, Information, Description, Science 
Investigation, Recount, Book review, 
Instructions, Poetry



Science



KS1 Assessments – What will you be told?
For KS1 English reading, English writing 
and Mathematics

• Working towards the expected standard 
(WTS)

• Working at the expected standard 
(EXP)

• Working at greater depth within the 
expected standard (GD)

• For Key Stage 1 Science
• ‘Working at the expected standard’
• or 
• ‘Not working at the expected standard

Scores
You will also be given their standardised score
for the tests they sit. (85 – 115 with 100 being KS2 
ready)



What happens with these results?

Attainment 
• Percentage of children who 

gained EXP and percentage of 
children who gained GD 

• The Teacher Assessed results are 
reported to Government.

• The school results are then 
compared against the Local 
Authority average and the 
National Average.

Progress
• For KS1, progress is worked out 

by comparing the child’s scores 
from end of EYFS to end of KS1.

• E.g. If a child was at the EXP 
standard at the end of EYFS 
they should get to the EXP 
standard at the end of KS1 for 
good progress. If that child 
reaches GD they will have made 
better than good progress 



What do the children need to know?

• That they need to try their best in everything they do.

• How to approach a test so they don’t panic. E.g. if they are unsure on a 
question move on and come back to it. 

• We need to try not to put pressure on them about SATS/ assessments/ 
scores etc. 

• That their teachers and families are doing all they can to help them reach 
their potential. 



Useful Websites 

Sample papers
• https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-curriculum-assessments-

practice-materials#key-stage-1-past-papers
 https://www.satspapers.org.uk/Page.aspx?TId=4

http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/literacy/grammar-spag/grammar

http://www.learninggamesforkids.com/

https://www.theschoolrun.com/KS1-SATs-in-2020

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-curriculum-assessments-practice-materials#key-stage-1-past-papers
https://www.satspapers.org.uk/Page.aspx?TId=4
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/literacy/grammar-spag/grammar
http://www.learninggamesforkids.com/
https://www.theschoolrun.com/KS1-SATs-in-2020


Any Questions 


